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HOOKS
Our Black Nickel Finished Hooks are designed with the Laws of Physics in mind. Spearpoint
Performance Hooks Patent Pending VGrip Technology forces the ﬁsh to the "V" of the hook which holds
the ﬁsh in place to dramatically increase landing ratios. Spearpoint Hooks was built to work with most
popular baits on the market making easy rigging. Spearpoint Hooks is designed to be the Ultimate
Performance Hook. The patent pending design, paired with the sticky sharp piercing point, help deliver
rock solid hooksets.
Spearpoint Performance Hooks will make your competitors envy you!
-Black Nickel Finish
-Sticky Sharp Piercing Point
-Patent Pending design for ultimate ﬁsh holding power
-Ultimate landing ratios

TREBLE HOOK

SOLD IN A 6 PACK
The Senso Treble is the most dominant treble hook on the
market due to our VGrip Technology. Equipped with the
Spearpoint PRF Shank, this hook will enhance most any
bait requiring a treble hook.
SIZE: #6, #4, #2, #1, 1/0 - 5 SKU
2X Wire Gauge

PRF SHANK

THE PERFECT BALANCE
BETWEEN A SHORT SHANK
AND STANDARD SHANK

TREBLE HOOK

SOLD IN A 3 PACK
The Senso Feathered Treble is the most dominant treble
hook on the market due to our VGrip Technology.
Equipped with the Spearpoint PRF Shank, this hook will
enhance most any bait requiring a treble hook.
SIZE: #6, #4, #2, #1, 1/0 - 5 SKU
2X Wire Gauge

HOOKS
SOLD IN A 4 PACK
The Fury Flip is the best ﬂipping hook on the market
because of our VGrip Technology. This hook is perfect for
ﬂipping, punching and most importantly, LANDING!
The Fury Flip comes equipped with a 2X gauge wire,
premium high carbon steel with a black nickle ﬁnish, plus
a welded eye, double barbed bait keeper and sticky
sharp point makes the Fury Flip the best in its class.
SIZE: 3/0, 4/0, 5/0 - 3 SKU

GP FINESSE

DROP SHOT / WACKY / NEKO

SIZE #3, #2, #1, 1/0, 2/0 - 5 SKU

.

WGP FINESSE

DROP SHOT / WACKY / NEKO

The WGP Finesse is perfect for drop shot, neko and
wacky rig when a weed guard is required.
SIZE #3, #2, #1, 1/0, 2/0 - 5 SKU

SS WORM

HOOKS
EWG
HEAVY GAUGE

SOLD IN A 6 PACK
The EWG is one of the most versatile hooks to accommodate
multiple styles of ﬁshing. The EWG is equipped with our VGrip
Technology, thus giving near perfect bait rigging and
unmatched ﬁsh landing capabilities.
This EWG is made with Heavy Gauge premium high carbon
steel wire, with black nickle ﬁnish.
SIZE: 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0 - 4 SKU

EWG
STANDARD GAUGE

SOLD IN A 6 PACK
The EWG is one of the most versatile hooks to accommodate
multiple styles of ﬁshing. The EWG is equipped with our VGrip
Technology, thus giving near perfect bait rigging and
unmatched ﬁsh landing capabilities.
This EWG is made with our Standard Gauge premium high
carbon steel wire, with black nickle ﬁnish.
SIZE: 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0 - 4 SKU

HOOK
SOLD IN A 6 PACK
The Trailer Hook is utilized for those days on the water when
you are experiencing “short-bites.” The Spearpoint Trailer
Hook comes equipped with tubing over eye, a black nickle
ﬁnish coated over our premium high carbon steel wire. Landing
those ﬁnicky ﬁsh comes easy when your lure is presented with
the Spearpoint Trailer Hook.

OFFSET

STANDARD GAUGE

ACCESSORIES
BAG
TOURNAMENT WEIGH BAG

The Spearpoint TOUGH bag is built TOUGH for the
toughest conditions. Maximize the health of your ﬁsh from
the boat to the scales with our TOUGH bag. 100% water
proof, built to last, designed to look good. We are bringing
performance to the weigh bag! TOUGH dual lined
construction. TOUGH Internal lining - Durable & Fast
Drying. TOUGH external layer - Heavy Duty, Very Strong &
Very Durable. TOUGH Double welded seams. TOUGH
extra strength zipper.
23"W x 24"H

The Magnitude Fish Measurement Ruler - 24" Anti-Slip
Decal was made to help anglers quickly measure their
ﬁsh with the convenience of a super sticky all weather
decal.

